In this paper, we consider the following high-order p-Laplacian generalized neutral differential equation
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a good amount of work on periodic solutions for neutral differential equations (see [-] and the references cited therein). For example, in [], Cao and He investigated a class of high-order neutral differential equations By using the Fourier series method and inequality technique, they obtained the existence of a periodic solution for (.). In [] , applying Mawhin's continuation theorem, Wang and Lu studied the existence of a periodic solution for a high-order neutral functional differential equation with distributed delay as follows: and presented sufficient conditions for the existence of periodic solutions for (.) in the critical case (i.e., |c| = ) and in the general case (i.e., |c| = ), respectively. In this paper, we consider the following high-order p-Laplacian generalized neutral differential equation
where p ≥ , ϕ p (x) = |x| p- x for x =  and ϕ p () = ; g : R  → R is a continuous periodic function with g(t + T, ·, ·, ·) ≡ g(t, ·, ·, ·), and g(t, a, a, ) -e(t) ≡  for all a ∈ R. e : R → R is a continuous periodic function with e(t + T) ≡ e(t) and T  e(t) dt = , c is a constant and |c| = , δ ∈ C  (R, R) and δ is a T-periodic function, T is a positive constant; n is a positive integer. In (.), the neutral operator
, which typically possesses a more complicated nonlinearity than A  . For example, A  is homogeneous in the following sense (A  x) (t) = (A  x )(t), whereas A in general is inhomogeneous. As a consequence, many of the new results for differential equations with the neutral operator A will not be a direct extension of known theorems for neutral differential equations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we first give qualitative properties of the neutral operator A which will be helpful for further studies of differential equations with this neutral operator; in Section , by applying Mawhin's continuation theory and some new inequalities, we obtain sufficient conditions for the existence of periodic solutions for (.), an example is also given to illustrate our results.
Lemmas
Let C T = {φ ∈ C(R, R) : φ(t + T) ≡ φ(t)} with the norm |φ| ∞ = max t∈ [,T] |φ(t)|. Define difference operators A and B as follows:
Let X and Y be real Banach spaces and let L : 
where
, and p is a fixed real number with p > .
In order to apply Mawhin's continuation degree theorem, we rewrite (.) in the form
, then x  (t) must be a T-periodic solution to (.). Thus, the problem of finding a T-periodic solution for (.) reduces to finding one for (.).
and 
So, L is a Fredholm operator with index zero.
where x (j)  () (j = , , . . . , n -) are defined by the following
From (.) and (.), it is clear that QN and K(I -Q)N are continuous, QN( ) is bounded and then K(I -Q)N( ) is compact for any open bounded
⊂ X which means N is L- compact on¯ . http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/202 (H  ) There exists a constant D >  such that v  g(t, v  , v  , v  ) >  ∀(t, v  , v  , v  ) ∈ [, T] × R  with |v  | > D; (H  ) There exists a constant D  >  such that v  g(t, v  , v  , v  ) <  ∀(t, v  , v  , v  ) ∈ [, T] × R  with |v  | > D  ; (H  ) There exist non-negative constants α  , α  , α  , m such that g(t, v  , v  , v  ) ≤ α  |v  | p- +α  |v  | p- +α  |v  | p- +m ∀(t, v  , v  , v  ) ∈ [, T]×R  ; (H  ) There exist non-negative constants γ  , γ  , γ  such that g(t, u  , u  , u  ) -g(t, v  , v  , v  ) ≤ γ  |u  -v  | + γ  |u  -v  | + γ  |u  -v  | for all (t, u  , u  , u  ), (t, v  , v  , v  ) ∈ [, T] × R  .
Theorem . Assume that (H  ) and (H  ) hold, then (.) has at least one non-constant T-periodic solution if | -|c|| -|c|δ  >  and
Proof Consider the equation
into the second equation of (.), we get
Integrating both sides of (.) from  to T, we have
In view of (H  ), we obtain
Then we have
and
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain
By applying Lemma ., we have
On the other hand, from x
(t  ) = , which together with the integration of the second equation of (.) on inter-http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2013/1/202
For a given constant δ > , which is only dependent on k > , we have
From (.) and (.), we have
From (.), we can get
dt.
From assumption (H  ), we have M ≤ D, which yields a contradiction. Similarly, in the case 
), x  (t)) -e(t)] dt -μx  (t) -( -μ)ϕ q (x  (t)) .
We have
T  e(t) dt =  and then
, 
